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ABSTRACT
We establish an asymptotic representation formula for the steady state currents caused by internal corrosive parts of small Hausdorff measures. Based on this formula we design a non-iterative
method of MUSIC (multiple signal classification) type for localizing the corrosive parts from
voltage-to-current observations.
INTRODUCTION
In the field of nondestructive evaluation, new and improved techniques are constantly being
sought to facilitate the detection of hidden corrosion in pipelines. Hidden corrosion and defects can cause serious problems and is responsible for millions of dollars annually in cost of
replacement infrastructure and lost production, and is a dangerous threat to safety and the environment. It is of great importance to detect and to quantify most unseen potential hazards before
they become problems.
Corrosion occurs in many different forms and several different models can be encountered
in the literature (see, for example, Kaup and Santosa [15], Kaup et al. [16], Vogelius and Xu
[20], Inglese [12], Luong and Santosa [13], Banks et al. [3] and references therein).
In this paper, we adopt the potential model: Laplace’s equation holds in the pipeline and
the effect of corrosion is described by means of Robin boundary conditions. The study of a
model like this is motivated by a number of favorable indications. A first indication is based on
the observation that corrosion tends to roughen a surface: in fact, this effect can be modelled
by the introduction of a thin coating characterized by rapid oscillations. In the limit where the
thickness of the coating goes to zero and the rapidity of the oscillations diverges, the arising of
Robin boundary conditions has been observed by Buttazo and Kohn [5]. On the other hand, the
study of electrochemical corrosion processes can be based on Faraday’s law which says that the
mass loss which is a measure of corrosion is proportional to the normal current flux. In Vogelius
and Xu [20] a potential model of this kind of process is proposed. If we linearize with respect

to the transfer coefficient the nonlinear boundary conditions in [20], we get Robin boundary
conditions.
The inverse problem of corrosion detection consists of the determination of the corrosion
damage of an inaccessible part of the surface of a specimen when the available data are a finite
number of voltage-to-current pairs on the accessible part. Difficulties of this inverse problem
result from its inherent ill-posedness and nonlinearity. Most of the techniques for detecting the
corrosion are based on iterative algorithms: least-square algorithms and Newton-type iteration
schemes. In these methods, one needs tremendous computational costs and time to get a close
image to the true solution, since these iterative algorithms may not converge to an approximate
solution.
The purpose of this work is to design a direct (non-iterative) technique for detecting corrosion in pipelines from voltage-to-current observations. Our new algorithm is of MUSIC-type
(multiple signal classification) and is based on an accurate asymptotic representation formula
for the steady state current perturbations.
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